Retail bank
transformation
Are you future ready?

Future Ready Banking

Executive Summary
Retail bank transformation rests on three
crucial dimensions

Every retail bank has a digital transformation strategy.
But with increasing competitive threats and market
disruption, it’s hard to truly transform your business. To
do so successfully, banks must become “future ready”
along three dimensions: efficiencies, experiences and
innovation. Our research reveals what you can do to
get your bank future ready. Now.

The prize is clear: 17% ROI for the typical
retail bank

Senior banking execs say the need to distinguish their
organizations through innovation and to stay ahead of
new market entrants (both 41%) are the top drivers for
transformation.1 With looming competitors including
Amazon and Facebook, who can blame them?

Over the next five years, automating business processes
as well as integrating data, analytics and intelligence will
be their priorities.

Bankers told us they expect
digital transformation to:

However, the fatigue is real

Reduce their costs over the
next 12 months by 8%

Other key challenges include legacy modernization
(38%), handling major change programs (34%) and
giving staff tools for delivering exceptional customer
experiences (30%).

Increase business growth by 9%

So it’s not surprising that one in three banks are suffering
from digital transformation fatigue. How can they
overcome this exhaustion and become future ready?

Boost ROI by 17%

Banks are hitting roadblocks. Finding–and keeping–
people with relevant skills is becoming increasingly
difficult (42%), followed by the need to integrate new
technologies into existing systems (41%).
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Are you stuck in the spaghetti?
Transformed

INTEGRATED EXPERIENCE

FUTURE READY

• An integrated (often simulated) customer
experience despite complex operations

• Both innovative
and low cost

• Data is a
strategic asset

• Rich mobile experience including the
purchase process

• Great customer
experience

• Ecosystems ready

• Strong design and UX

• Modular and agile

15% | -3.6

SILOS AND SPAGHETTI
Traditional

Going down the industrialization route means lower
cost-to-serve and simpler processes–good news for
employee experience–but limited “digital sizzle” for the
customer. Banks that focus on CX as a path to future
ready status may improve their customer metrics (NPS,
CSAT), but often at the expense of increasing back-office
complexity and a higher cost-to-serve. Regularly switching between both dimensions requires sophisticated
governance. Spain’s BBVA has adopted this approach.3
Some incumbents have set up new brands/divisions to
avoid legacy issues, improve CX and compete against
new entrants. The aim is to bring the rest of the bank
into the “new” environment a couple of years later.
However, over half of the organizations surveyed by
MIT CISR are still stuck in the “silos and spaghetti”.
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Customer Experience – Increasing NPS

Researchers at the MIT Center for Information Systems
Research (CISR) identify two crucial dimensions for mapping digital transformation: customer experience (CX)
and operational efficiency. 2 A bank may be advanced
on one and need to improve on the other or may need
major work on both.

23% | +16.0
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• Product driven
• Complex landscape processes,
system and data
• Perform via heroics

51% | -5.0
Traditional

INDUSTRIALIZED
• Plug and play products/services
• Service enabled ‘crown jewels’
• One best way to do each key task
• Single source of truth

11% | +4.6

Transformed

Operational Efficiency – Improving operating margin
KEY: % in each quadrant | margin percentage points above/below industry average
Source: MIT CISR, “Four pathways to ‘Future Ready’ that pay off”, Peter Weill, Stephanie Woerner, Nick Van Der Meulen as seen in
http://www.europeanbusinessreview.com, March-April 2019
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What it means to be future ready
Three key ingredients, wrapped in intelligence
Building on the MIT
research, we’ve identified
three characteristics of a
future-ready bank:
1. Operational efficiencies
2. Joined-up employee and customer
experiences (EX/CX)
3. Innovation mindset

Banks that mature along all three dimensions and infuse
their operations with intelligent technologies and
processes are future ready. They can adapt quickly to
new market forces and new competitors. And they can
do more than adapt; they can lead, forcing competitors
to adapt to them.
Infusing intelligence into the bank means far more
than just baseline reporting, analytics and dashboards.
It includes AI technologies such as machine learning
and broader disciplines such as data science. This is the
lifeblood of the future-ready bank, feeding its growth
along all three dimensions of transformation.

Intelligence

Efficiency

Future
Ready.
Now.
Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence

Avanade’s Future Ready. Now. model
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Operational efficiencies
Driving cost reduction through intelligent automation
Future-ready banks drive cost
reduction through process redesign
and automation, faster time to
market and cloud adoption. One
Latin American bank (see case study
on page 5) became far more agile
when we redesigned its paper-based
loan process.

Intelligence

Efficiency

Future
Ready.
Now.
Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence

Banks are starting to use AI and robotic process
automation (RPA) to drive efficiency in risk and
regulation, including KYC and AML. But they must
address challenges in data preparation and use, and
in integrating such technology into existing systems.

Bank of America’s chatbot, Erica, completed over
fifty million client requests in its first year, including
checking payments and balances and monitoring FICO
scores.4 HSBC uses AI to predict cash or gift rewards
for its card holders.5 We used RPA to automate the
mortgage approval process for a Spanish bank,
leading to productivity gains of up to 75% via a
reduction in staff and conversion time.
Future-ready banks implement a deliberate strategy of
human and machine collaboration. Instead of seeing
automation as a staff-reduction tool, they see it as a
tool to free employees to focus on higher-value tasks
that lead to greater customer satisfaction. Accenture
research says this approach will boost banks’ revenues
by 34% by 2022—and increase staff by 14%.6
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Case Study
Process digitization plus cloud adoption
transforms operations
Situation:
Working with Microsoft and Accenture we digitized
a paper-based, labor-intensive loan-approval
processfor a Latin American bank. Customers now
use theircomputers or mobile phones to upload
documentsand link credit scores for assessment
and approval.The new digital platform enabled the
bank toimplement automated, risk-based pricing,
resulting in25% savings for underwriting and
processing.Pre-check and document handling time
was reducedfrom six days to a few minutes.

Results:

Revenue increased by40%
Customer satisfaction increased
by 35%
Loangeneration increased
by $400 million
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Joined-up EX/CX is critical
Banks need to make this connection much stronger
Banks understand the importance
of creating timely, relevant,
personalized and intelligent
customer interactions that lead to
higher margins and revenues.
However, our research shows employee experience
(EX) was seen by banks as the least important
transformation driver (19%). That’s a cause for real
concern as great CX is enabled by great EX.
Using data-driven insight enables employees to easily
identify the next best customer conversation. For one

financial services firm we designed a customer
analytics solution using predictive models to create
insight around product usage; delivered as-a-service,
it produced an incremental gain of £5-9 million in
earnings (EBITDA) for the client each year.
Another way to develop more personalized and
targeted offers is to provide integrated propositions.
For example, helping customers search for a new
home through links to an online provider. Offer a
competitive mortgage deal as part of that online
process, but also include home insurance, legal advice,
access to interior design firms plus a company to help
with the move.

Intelligence

Efficiency

Future
Ready.
Now.
Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence
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Case Study
Use mobile to transform CX
Situation:
As part of a digital transformation program
with a Spanish bank, we developed a mobile
application to increase satisfaction among
its customer base of several millions. Not only
has this improved the user experience, but it
has already become the leading source for
new account activations. Customers can now
onboard and set up services without having
to visit a branch and can manage their
money directly within the platform.
Results:
Using agile and DevOps approaches we’ve
reduced the number of customer issues by
50% and accelerated time-to-market by 15%.
More than 85% of new customers are now
using the mobile app. Customer feedback is
4.5 out of 5 and rising.
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Innovation mindset
Becoming a 22,000 person start-up
Piyesh Gupta, CEO of one of the few truly digital banks,
DBS Bank, began its transformation journey in 2009
with a question: “How do you create a 22,000-person
start-up?” The bank promoted hackathons, partnered
with local entrepreneurs and made every member of
the leadership team responsible for a customer
journey.7 A hands-on cultural change program gave
employees the freedom to try new things based on the
principle: “If it helps the customer, it is worth doing.”

Intelligence

Efficiency

Future
Ready.
Now.
Experience
Intelligence

Innovation
Intelligence

Using tools to break down hierarchy and promote
cross-functional collaboration is essential to problem
solving. We helped one European bank set up a social

networking platform which facilitated communication
across the organization –creating a “wisdom of crowds”
mentality that led to the sharing of best practices and
fostering a willingness to ask for help when needed.
Future-ready banks see themselves as “technology
companies with a banking license.”8 Having leaders
with experience in leveraging digital technology is a
major differentiator. Some banks, such as JPMC, are
encouraging their corporate bankers to learn coding
so that “our business teams can speak the same
language as our technology teams, which ultimately
drives better tools and solutions for our clients.”9
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Case Study
Transforming mortgage provision to
expand affordable housing
Situation:
CMHC, a Canadian mortgage provider, has
a 10-year, C$40 billion plan to expand affordable housing so that “by 2030, everyone has a
home that they can afford and that meets their
needs.” With Accenture, we guided them
through a digital transformation by moving
infrastructure into the cloud (Microsoft Azure),
adopting Microsoft Office 365 and Skype and
building out CMHC’s CRM and ERP systems
with Microsoft Dynamics 365.

Results:
We set up 45 projects over three years,
assessed 399 apps, retired 82 and replace
257. Over 80 apps were migrated to the
cloud at a pace CIO Paul Mason describe
as “incredibly quick,” adding that: “We can
now focus on what matters. One employee
said, ‘We’ve come from the Ice Age to the
USS Enterprise.’”
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How to get started
Four questions to ask yourself now:
1. Is leadership on board – or just delegating digital
change to a project or person?

3. Are you driving efficiency through automation
and analytics – or struggling to integrate it?

By delegating transformation to the Chief Digital Officer,
many banks feel that they have done what’s necessary to
cope with increasing market disruption. Future-ready
banks are typically composed of many senior executives
who have led digital transformation. The last thing they
want is to move this challenge to a person or project –
this needs to be owned, understood and sponsored by
the board and driven enterprise-wide.

There are many examples of banks adopting new
technologies and delivering excellent results from
pilots. The hard part comes in integrating such technology into existing systems. Transformation must
include the Back and Middle Office of the bank, even
though this is often complex. Just putting ‘digital lipstick
on the Front Office pig’ (so to speak) is only part of
the solution.

2. Are you ready to innovate around Open Banking
with third parties – or still obsessed with control?

4. Are your people enabled to deliver great CX, or
just taken for granted?

Banks have traditionally wanted to buy and build their
own systems and be in control of all the elements.
Open Banking provides an opportunity to generate
innovation through partnership. But with that comes the
need to work effectively with third parties – a major
cultural change for most banks. The benefits of
innovation outweigh the benefits of control, but many
banks are struggling to realize this.

Employee benefits are rarely baked into a bank’s
transformation initiatives. In our research, employee
experience was the least important transformation
driver, yet this is fundamental to delivering great
customer experience. Differentiation is critical for any
retail bank and delivering personal, tailored service
to retain and delight customers is one of the key goals
of digital transformation.
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Get Future Ready. Now.
Avanade helps you build operational efficiencies,
connect EX and CX, create an innovation mindset
and infuse intelligence across your organization.
We’re a joint venture between Accenture and
Microsoft, providing vast industry experience,
deep end-to-end expertise and the world’s most
advanced technology – all to help your bank
thrive and create meaningful impact.

Are you ready?
Visit www.avanade.com/FutureReadyNow
to find out more.

About the research
Avanade research was conducted by Vanson Bourne: 1,150 cross-industry
respondents with revenues from $500 million to over $10 billion; 152 which
were senior banking decision-makers from 11 countries across North America,
Europe and Asia.
Country breakdown		

Functional role breakdown

United States

200

Australia

100

Belgium & Netherlands

100

Canada

100

France

100

Germany

100

Japan

100

Nordic countries

100

United Kingdom

100

Italy

75

Spain

75

IT/Digital
decision-makers

450

Finance/Operations
decision-makers

175

Sales decision-makers

175

Marketing
decision-makers

175

HR decision-makers

175

Analysis showing respondent function, asked to
all 1,150 respondents
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About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business
solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 36,000
professionals in 25 countries, we are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft
Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees,
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform.
Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP
and Microsoft Corporation.
Learn more at www.avanade.com.
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